Confined Space/High Angle Technical
Rescue Seminar
August 7-11, 2017 (Monday - Friday)

Conducted at the FM Global Emergency Response Consultants Training Center in Rome, Georgia

Summary of Topics:
This confined space/high angle technical rescue seminar focuses on industrial technical
rescue operations where emergency response personnel may be faced with confined space
and high angle rescue challenges. Attendees will be introduced to the confined space/high
angle technical rescue environment and provided detailed hands-on training. Training
topics will include an overview of skills and terminology commonly used during rescue
operations; technical rescue equipment familiarization; hazard and risk assessment relative
to rescue operations involving confined spaces and high angles; pre-planning site-specific
rescue operations; an overview of confined space entry procedures; personal protective
equipment for rescuers; atmospheric monitoring techniques; patient packaging
techniques; constructing anchor systems; constructing mechanical advantage systems
commonly used in the rescue environment; removing entrants from confined spaces using
retrieval equipment under emergency conditions; and much more.

Who Should Attend:
This seminar will benefit all technical rescue personnel. A combination of classroom and
hands-on (field training) activities will provide valuable insight into the requirements,
responsibilities, and challenges confronting industrial rescue personnel. Designed to
inform and prepare those employees recently assigned rescue duties as well as provide
challenging recurring practical skills training for rescue technicians with years of
experience, this program clearly provides technical rescue training that is challenging,
realistic, meaningful and produces measurable results. The practical skills (hands-on)
exercises will build confidence, increase professionalism, and enhance safety for rescue
team members at all levels.

Benefits of Attending:
This seminar is a worthwhile investment for any size industrial facility. Attendees will be
better prepared to direct and/or participate safely in industrial emergency response
rescue operations. They will have a better understanding of hazards likely to be
encountered by rescue personnel during confined space operations and the requirements
placed on personnel assigned permit required confined space duties. Additionally, persons
attending this type of training tend to share the loss control message with other workers
having a positive impact on the site safety program. During this training, participants will
be provided an opportunity to practice many of the skills listed in NFPA 1670 Standard on
Operations and Training for Technical Search and Rescue Incidents, NFPA 1006 Standard for
Technical Rescue Personnel Professional Qualifications and NFPA 1983 Standard on Life
Safety Rope and Equipment for Emergency Services. As well as pertinent OSHA regulations
such as 29 CFR 1910.146 Permit-required confined spaces, 29 CFR 1910.134 Respiratory
Protection.

Personal Protective Equipment
FM Global ERC will provide all of the necessary equipment needed to perform field
activities during this seminar.
Those participating in hands-on training activities must be physically and psychologically
capable of wearing personal protective equipment to include self-contained breathing
apparatus (SCBA) and be able to maintain a proper face-to-facepiece seal. Attendees with
obstructions which may prevent a proper seal (e.g. facial hair, etc.) will not be allowed to
participate in activities requiring the use of this equipment. Each company/facility is
responsible for ensuring that their employees attending this seminar and taking part in the
hands-on activities are capable of attaining a proper face-to-facepiece seal and
participating in rigorous emergency response activities.

Cost
$995.00 per person
You may register online at the link provided below, or you may call our office to register
over the phone at 706-291-1222. Payment should be received by FM Global ERC on or
before Friday, July 21, 2017. Payments may be made by credit card, check or purchase order
payable to FM Global Emergency Response Consultants.
Registration Link: ·

 https://ercrescue0817.eventbrite.com

In order to allow time for active individual participation in all phases of this seminar,
enrollment will be limited. Registration will be accepted on a first come, first served basis.
Therefore, we emphasize that you should RESERVE YOUR SPACE AS SOON AS POSSIBLE
in order to ensure your confirmed registration.
You will need hotel accommodations for the nights of August 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10, 2017. If you
need assistance with lodging, please give us a call at our office and we will be happy to help
you.

FM Global Emergency Response Consultants
3940 Morton Bend Road SW
Rome, Georgia 30161-4170

